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Deutsche Welle: Does CE help in the fight against climate change?

German news article on CE technologies and effectiveness.
LINK

Read more » Deutsche Welle: Does CE help in the fight against climate change?
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Science Business: NTNU: Geoengineering, other technologies won’t solve
climate woes

"The countries of the world still need to cut their carbon dioxide emissions to reach the Paris Agreement’s
climate targets. Relying on tree planting and alternative technological solutions such as geoengineering will
not make enough of a difference."
LINK

Read more » Science Business: NTNU: Geoengineering, other technologies won’t solve climate woes
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Give Well Blog: Potential global catastrophic risk focus areas

Article on global catastrophic risks with a paragraph on CE. "Our conversations have led us to believe that
there is significant scientific interest in conducting geoengineering research and that funding is an obstacle,
but, as with biosecurity, we do not have a very detailed sense of what we might fund."
Link

Read more » Give Well Blog: Potential global catastrophic risk focus areas
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Global Catastrophic Risk Institute: Aladdin Diakun Gives Public Lecture
On Geoengineering And IP Law

Summary of a talk of Aladdin Diakun. "Aladdin argued that IP law is a de facto form of governance when
there is no other meaningful legal regime, as is the case for geoengineering."
Link

Read more » Global Catastrophic Risk Institute: Aladdin Diakun Gives Public Lecture On Geoengineering
And IP Law
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ground report: Geoengineering: Policy, governance and questions that
may never be answered

Short article on policy problems with an attached presentation on "Geoengineering Policies and Africa".
Link
Link (presentation)

Read more » ground report: Geoengineering: Policy, governance and questions that may never be
answered
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ETC Group: The World of Geoengineering

"A world map of geoengineering -- the large-scale manipulation of earth or climate systems."
Link

Read more » ETC Group: The World of Geoengineering
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